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ABSTRACT
The segmentation of Spanish spirant approximant
consonants poses several methodological challenges
given the gradual transition from these consonants to
neighbouring segments. Most studies to date employ
manual segmentation approaches, although these
methods are highly subjective and time-consuming.
Alternative automated approaches have used the
minimum intensity in the consonant and maxima
from the surrounding segments as landmarks for
relative intensity measurements.
Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) analyses
were used to assess whether acoustic measurements
obtained from manual and automated segmentation
approaches are able to predict the level of a known
categorical outcome variable (phoneme category). A
third analysis was included to explore the predictive
capabilities of data from several constriction degree
correlates, based on relative intensity or spectral
energy measurements.
Results showed a slight advantage for the
automated segmentation method. As for constriction
degree correlates, some measurements – Intensity
Ratio and Intensity Difference A – were unable to
fully predict the outcome categorical variable.
Keywords: segmentation, approximants,
constriction correlates, MLR
1. INTRODUCTION
Spirant approximants [ββ], [ðβ] or [ɣβ] are to be found
in complementary distribution with other allophones
from /b, dd, g/ in all dialects of Spanish [1,11,15].
Although an important degree of variation is to be
found between dialects (see for example [3,6]), a
general property of these consonants is that they
display a gradual transition to neighbouring
segments, which makes segmentation difficult [18],
thus hampering the extraction of acoustic data.
Despite this methodological problem, several
studies to date provide acoustic measurements for
these consonants, normally resorting to manual
segmentation (e.g., [9,10]). While it is not always
clear how manual segmentation has been executed

(e.g., [4,7]), most previous studies declare using
auditory and visual cues from waveforms,
spectrograms, intensity and formant contours to
identify the most likely location of the approximant
consonant [4,6,9].
A somewhat different approach consists in the
automated identification of the minimum intensity in
the consonant and of maxima intensity values in the
surrounding segments [4,8,13]. Several intensity
measurements based on these intensity landmarks
have been calculated, usually as correlates for the
consonant's degree of constriction (e.g., [8,9,14]).
So far, with the exception of intensity-related
measurements, there have been no attempts to
extract other types of acoustic measurements from
points of maximum and minimum intensity in
consonants such as [ββ], [ðβ] or [ɣ]β and their
surrounding segments. Yet, if the intensity minimum
in a spirant approximant is assumed as being the
place where the consonant's properties are best
exemplified, additional acoustic measurements can
be extracted at this point, thus circumventing the
subjectivity associated with manual segmentation.
Along the same lines, no comparisons of datasets
originating from different segmentation methods
have been carried out for spirant approximants yet.
In the case of acoustic constriction degree correlates,
data for intensity ratios, intensity differences and
maximum intensity change velocity has been
correlated to electromagnetic articulometry data for
the constriction of /b/ using linear regression.
Results showed that intensity ratios without low pass
filtering were best correlated to the articulatory
domain [14]. The effect of the preceding segment in
the constriction degree for /dd/ using intensity
differences, spectral tilt and maximum intensity
change velocity has also been evaluated via mixedeffects models in regression analyses. The results
showed that maximum velocity was most likely the
best predictor [8].
This study uses Multinomial Logistic Regression
(MLR) to assess how acoustic measurements
obtained through two different segmentation
approaches (manual and automated) are able to
predict the levels of the categorical outcome variable
phoneme category (levels: /b/, /dd/ and /g/) [5]. The
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Table 1: MLR results for the manual segmentation approach. Non significant main effects have been highlighted.
Significance codes: ***, p < 0.001; **, p < 0.01; *, p < 0.05. Log-Likelihood (unexplained variability): -5334.9;
McFadden R2 (effect size): 0.017299; Likelihood ratio test (significant variability explained by model): 187.83, p <
0.001.

choice for this particular outcome variable was made
under the assumption that the acoustic information
that distinguishes spirant approximants originating
from these three phonological units is present in the
measurements undertaken, provided that the
segmentation method is adequate.
The same approach using MLR will be employed
to assess the predictive capabilities of several
acoustic constriction degree correlates, most of them
relative intensity measurements.

•

•

2. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
2.1. Measurements
Acoustic measurements were extracted from a
Chilean Spanish corpus containing 3 speech styles
from 10 native male and female adult speakers (n =
4948: /g/ 33%, /b/ 36%, /dd/ 31%). All data was
extracted and some processes automated using Praat
[2].
The extraction of acoustic parameters via manual
segmentation was aided by visual cues from the
waveform and spectrogram, and formant and
intensity curves. These cues were used to identify
likely boundaries inside each consonants' transitions
to neighbouring segments. Intensity, F1 and F2 were
measured as mean values from the inner 50% for
each token. For the automated approach, intensity,
F1 and F2 values were extracted from the points of
minimum intensity inside the consonant.
Additionally, the following acoustic constriction
degree correlates were calculated:
• Intensity Ratio (IntRatio): Consonant minimum intensity divided by the following
segment's maximum intensity [3,14].
• Intensity Difference A (IntDiff_A): Con-

sonant minimum intensity subtracted from
the following segment's maximum intensity
[8,14].
Intensity
Difference
B
(IntDiff_B):
Consonant minimum intensity subtracted
from the preceding segment's maximum
intensity [12].
Maximum Velocity (MaxVel): Maximum
intensity from first differences (0.001 ms
interval) between consonant intensity
minimum and following segment's intensity
maximum [8,9,14].
For first differences at n intensity samples Ii:
(1) Δ I i = I i − I i−1
Maximum Velocity is defined as:

max Δ I i
(2) MaxVel = i=1,…,n
•

Minimum Velocity (MinVel): Minimum
intensity from first differences (0.001 ms
interval) between consonant intensity
minimum and following segment's intensity
maximum [9] (see Equation 3).

min Δ I i
(3) MinVel = i=1,…,
n
•

Spectral Tilt (SpecTilt): Spectral energy
difference between a low 50-500 Hz band
and a high 500-5000 Hz band [8,17],
measured in this case between the consonant
intensity minimum and the following
intensity maximum (see Equation 4).
(4) lfb(50−500 Hz) − hfb (500−5000Hz )
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Table 2: MLR results for the automated segmentation approach. Significance codes: ***, p < 0.001; **, p < 0.01; *,
p < 0.05. Log-Likelihood: -5348.2; McFadden R2: 0.014856; Likelihood ratio test: 161.3, p < 0.001.

2.2. Analyses
3. RESULTS
Three MLR analyses were conducted in R [16]
(package: mlogit). The reference level was defined
as /g/ in order to obtain more conservative results,
given that /b/ and /dd/ have been shown to be
acoustically more similar to each other [6].
The analysis for the manual approach data
included intensity, F1 and F2 as main factors. The
same main factors were included for the dataset
generated via the automated approach. Finally, the
analysis for the constriction degree correlates
included IntRatio, IntDiff_A, IntDiff_B, MaxVel,
MinVel and SpecTilt as main factors.
No multicollinearity was found for the analyses
pertaining to the segmentation approaches, however
high correlations were found for some constriction
degree correlates (IntRatio against IntDiff_A:
r(4946) = -.993; IntRatio against MaxVel: r(4946) =
-.859; MaxVel against IntDiff_A: r(4946) = .851).

3.1. Manual approach
The results for the MLR analysis for the manual
segmentation approach dataset show that intensity,
F1 and F2 are able to predict /b/ instead of the
reference level /g/ with statistical significance (see
Table 1). Only F1 and F2 are able to predict /dd/
instead of the reference level with statistical
significance.
3.2. Automated approach
The MLR results for the dataset generated through
the automated approach (see Table 2) showed that all
the main factors were able to predict both /b/ and /dd/
levels instead of the reference level, with statistical
significance.
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Table 3: MLR results for constriction degree correlates. Non significant main effects have been highlighted.
Significance codes: ***, p < 0.001; **, p < 0.01; *, p < 0.05. Log-Likelihood: -5268; McFadden R2: 0.029626;
Likelihood ratio test: 321.67, p < 0.001.

3.3. Constriction correlates
The results for the MLR analysis comparing
different constriction degree correlates (see Table 3)
show that IntDiff_B, MaxVel, MinVel and SpecTilt
are good predictors for /b/ and /dd/. IntDiff_A was
only able to predict /b/ with statistical significance.
IntRatio was unable to predict any of the levels as
different from the reference level.
4. DISCUSSION
The datasets obtained through the two segmentation
approaches show similar capabilities at predicting
phoneme category levels. However, the main factor
intensity was unable to predict /dd/ as different from
the baseline level (/g/) for the manual segmentation
approach. This suggests a slight advantage for the
automated approach over the alternative manual one
in this regard.
Although manual approaches display some
unique advantages – i.e., an actual linguistic unit is
being segmented, thus being a more ecologically
valid approach – they are based on a subjective
analysis and, most importantly, are considerably
time consuming.
While the automated approach is unable to isolate
segmental units and thus is incapable of providing
duration measurements for the segment, it has the
advantages of being highly efficient and less error
prone. As long as duration is not a variable of
interest, this approach seems to be able to replace
manual segmentation reliably. Moreover, the results
suggest that the automated measurements seem to
convey the relevant acoustic differences upholding
the /b, dd, g/ distinction for spirant approximants,
despite the fact that they were taken from the
consonant's point of minimum intensity only.
In contrast to previous research using articulatory
data [14], IntRatio, one of the constriction degree
correlates, was unable to predict the selected
categorical outcome variable. It is unclear why this
might be the case, but one possibility is that this
constriction degree correlate is only reliable at
discriminating within a phonological category (/b/ in
previous accounts [14]), but that it fails to convey
relevant intensity differences between said
categories.
Instead, the best predictors appeared to be
IntDiff_B, MaxVel, MinVel and SpecTilt, although
IntDiff_A was also able to predict one level of the
outcome variable. The fact that most constriction
degree correlates were able to perform reliably
suggests that the phonemic categories evaluated
differ in some aspects of their intensity constitution,

which might be indicative of further differences in
how constriction is represented acoustically.
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